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When you think about Muay Thai and some of the best over the past few years, without a doubt
the name of Saenchai should come to mind as he has fought all over the world while still staying
close to his home base in Thailand fighting in the top stadiums. His style is really
second-to-none and against non-Thais he has been known to fight as high as 147lbs, over
15lbs above his natural 140lbs weight class.

In the latest episode of Muay Thai Combat, episode 7, Stefania Picelli, the mastermind behind
Muay Thai Combat as well as Yokkao Extreme, takes us inside of the Saenchai seminar in Italy,
following the wild, breakthrough success of the latest Yokkao Extreme event. Stefania finds a
way to not only stay busy, but to keep bringing some of the best muay thai content around the
world, which is hard not to applaud. Go ahead and check this out here.

So after watching that, what are the chances that you'd like to attend a seminar from Saenchai?
Yokkao are looking at the possibility of getting Saenchai back out to the United States to fight
again and maybe even hold a seminar. They want to hear who you would want Saenchai to
fight in the United States and where you'd like to see a seminar from him. I know for me,
personally, I'd love to see Kevin Ross get another shot at Saenchai.
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So send a tweet to @YokkaoBoxing as well as @LiverKickdotcom with who you'd like Saenchai
to fight and if you'd like to see a seminar!
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